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Abstract: The integration of Tibetan Thangka and other ethnic painting styles is an important topic
of Chinese ethnic art. Its purpose is to explore, supplement, and continue Chinese traditional
culture. Restricted by Buddhism and the economy, the traditional Thangka presents the problem of
a single style, and drawing a Thangka is time-consuming and labor-intensive. In response to these
problems, we propose a Tibetan painting style fusion (TPSF) model based on neural networks that
can automatically and quickly integrate the painting styles of the two ethnicities. First, we set up
Thangka and Chinese painting datasets as experimental data. Second, we use the training data to
train the generator and the discriminator. Then, the TPSF model maps the style of the input image
to the target image to fuse the two ethnicities painting styles of Tibetan and Chinese. Finally, to
demonstrate the advancement of the proposed method, we add four comparison models to our
experiments. At the same time, the Frechet Inception Distance (FID) metric and the questionnaire
method were used to evaluate the quality and visual appeal of the generated images, respectively.
The experimental results show that the fusion images have excellent quality and great visual appeal.

Keywords: Tibetan Thangka; TPSF model; neural networks; ethnic painting style fusion

1. Introduction

Thangka is a popular research topic in Chinese ethnic painting, and it usually repre-
sents the typical painting style of Tibet and other Tibetan-related areas. In the complex
Tibetan Buddhist culture, Thangka stands out in the field of Chinese painting with its long
history of development [1,2]. For centuries, other ethnic groups have had close contacts
with Tibetans, and Thangkas have constantly merged and drawn on the painting styles of
other ethnic groups.

“Thangka” is also called Tangga, which means canvas, and mainly refers to religious
scroll paintings mounted and hung in colorful satin. Thangka was introduced from India
along with Buddhism in the seventh century. During the Han, Tang, Song and Yuan dy-
nasties, the communication between the Tubo and Han people became closer, which also
contributed to the fusion of earlier Thangka and Tubo flag painting [3]. Under the con-
tinuous nourishment of the Tibetan cultural background for thousands of years, Thangka
presents a unique style, which has been widely inherited and developed. So, it is also
known as the “Encyclopedia of Tibetan Culture” [4]. However, with the development of the
society and economy, learners have more and more diverse needs for Thangka styles, and
the single style of traditional Thangka can no longer meet the needs of the public aesthetic.
Meanwhile, it usually takes a long time for learners to learn Thangka style. Compared with
other ethnic groups and other forms of painting, Thangka is also difficult to be selected
as teaching content in the classroom. As a result, this makes it difficult for many learners
to access Thangka, which is extremely detrimental to the inheritance and development
of Thangka.
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Although most Thangka creators still use traditional forms, more people have become
interested in artificial intelligence painting over the past few decades [5]. The trend of using
artificial intelligence technology to generate images, fuse image styles, and help people learn
to paint, etc., is irreversible [6]. In recent years, deep neural networks have continuously
entered the public’s field of vision and are widely used in image feature recognition [7],
image style fusion [8], image generation [9], etc. Early non-realistic rendering [10] and
texture migration [11] are the main traditional style migration methods. Mainstream style
transfer models include Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [12], Cycle-consistent
Generative Adversarial Networks (CycleGAN) [13], Star Generative Adversarial Networks
(StarGAN) [14], Star Generative Adversarial Networks v2 (StarGAN V2) [15], Style Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (StyleGAN) [16], Anime Generative Adversarial Networks [17],
Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks [18] , Cari Generative Adversarial Net-
works [19], Adversarial consistence loss-Generative Adversarial Networks [20] and other
style migration models.

At present, a large number of scholars use artificial intelligence technology to assist
learners in painting creation. For example, deep dream generator assists learners in style
transfer, Dall-E2 helps learners generate images through text descriptions, Nvidia Canvas
helps learners convert images with abstract strokes into images with realistic photographic
effects, AI Gahaku helps learners convert real portraits for abstract painting style effects,
and Deoldify AI can assist learners to colorize black and white videos or photos. However,
few scholars have studied the fusion of Thangka styles. To fill this gap, we propose a
Thangka Painting Style Fusion (TPSF) model based on CycleGAN. The TPSF model can
automatically and efficiently integrate the lines, colors, and other forms and content of
Tibetan and Chinese paintings, effectively solving the problem of a single Thangka style.
At the same time, the TPSF model is easy to operate, which is beneficial to assist learners to
understand the style of Thangka, and to effectively solve the problem of the difficulty of
teaching Thangka.

How the model is constructed determines the characteristics of the model, and an
analysis showed that the TPSF model has the following characteristics. First, the model is
stable. As a highly robust network model, the quality of the paintings generated by the
TPSF model is stable. Second, the training process of the model is unsupervised learning.
The TPSF model does not require a labeling process for the samples, and it can directly be
trained and modeled on the data. These characteristics of the TPSF model can facilitate the
fusion of Tibetan and Chinese painting styles.

The contributions of this paper are as follows.

• The TPSF model is proposed to solve problems regarding the limited content and the
similar styles of Thangka. Additionally, a digital approach to the fusion of Tibetan-
Chinese painting styles is provided.

• We propose that the use of a TPSF model in art learning empowers art education and
provides learners with a new model of interactive learning.

• Comparison experiments were performed on real data sets. Firstly, the converged
objective function proved the feasibility of the model. Secondly, the TPSF model
outperformed the other four comparison models according to the Frechet Inception
Distance (FID) metric, which proves how advanced it is. Finally, the questionnaire
method was used to evaluate the visual appeal of the generated images.

Section 2 of this article describes the relevant work. Section 3 describes the framework
design, whereby learners use the model process and the objective function of the TPSF
model. At the same time, four groups of comparative experiments, FID metrics and the
questionnaire method were used to confirm the progressiveness of the TPSF model and the
attractive visual effects of the fusion works.
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2. Related Work

The TPSF model is based on artificial intelligence methods to help learners incorporate
Thangka styles into other ethnic paintings. Therefore, the related work covers Artificial
intelligence in education (AIED) and the study of intelligent methods of dealing with
Thangka characteristics and styles.

2.1. Artificial Intelligence Education

In the area of education, scholars have conducted a lot of research on AIED and made
remarkable achievements. Timms et al. [21] have used AI technology to enable teachers to
work with assistant robots to assist students in teaching, which can help students improve
their learning ability. With the continuous promotion and development of computers,
computer technology began to permeate into different educational fields from the middle
of the 20th century. Specifically, more and more disciplines are beginning to bring computer-
assisted teaching and learning methods into classroom interaction [22]. At this stage, the
field of AIED is relatively mature, and the field of AI-enabled education has had a huge
impact, including the improvement of learning efficiency, personalized learning, and
smarter content [21]. Hwang et al. [23] and others studied the definition and function of
AIED, proposed the AIED framework and displayed it in different learning and teaching
environments, so as to help guide researchers with computer and educational backgrounds
to conduct AIED research. At the same time, Darayseh et al. [24] confirmed that artificial
intelligence technology has a high degree of acceptance in teachers’ teaching, and believed
that teachers’ use of artificial intelligence can improve their positive attitudes and effectively
exert their self-efficacy.

During this period, countless researchers have confirmed the feasibility of artificial
intelligence in the field of education. Chen et al. [25] accelerated an intelligent bibliometrics-
driven literature analysis by leveraging deep learning for automatic literature screening.
By using artificial intelligence to empower education and obtain a new learning model,
Chiu et al. [26] launched a deep-learning-based art learning system to help increase stu-
dents’ art appreciation and creativity. Lin et al. [27] developed learners’ complex profes-
sional skills by using a virtual reality inversion learning method. This interactive simulation
technology enables learners to demonstrate higher learning motivation and self-efficacy. In
addition, Zhu et al. [28] proposed a high-resolution detail-recovering image-deraining net-
work to effectively increase the quality of deraining images. The above research showed the
feasibility of using AI to empower education, and it inspired us to use artificial intelligence
to intervene in the fusion of Thangka styles and empower art education.

The fusion of Thangka styles is a specific form of style fusion. Realistic picture effects
can only be produced by the accurate semantic analysis of Thangka style characteristics.
The authors of several previous works have addressed the challenge of extracting and
representing Thangka style features. Ma et al. [29] constructed a small dataset called Chomo
Yarlung Tibet version 1, which consisted of images of Tibet Thangkas. Additionally, the
dataset was semantically annotated using a deep learning model. Zhang et al. [30] proposed
the use of parametric modeling to generate mandala Thangka patterns, which solved
the time-consuming and labor-intensive problem of drawing mandalas. Qian et al. [31]
proposed a method based on least squares curve fitting to express image contour features.
This method solved the problem of extracting and expressing the features of the Thangka
Buddha headdress. Liu L et al. [32] proposed a method to repair the damaged images by
using similar blocks adjacent to the damaged area of the image. Hu et al. [33] proposed a
reference-free quality assessment method, which addresses the quality assessment problem
of rendered Thangka images. The authors of the above work focused on studying the
characteristics of a single style, which laid the foundation for the fusion of multiple styles.
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Many scholars have conducted in-depth research on style fusion. The earliest style
fusion is style fusion under the premise of fixed style and content. The idea is simple: treat
images as trainable variables and optimize them to reduce differences in content and style
between images. After repeated iterations of the model training, the images generated
by the generator will tend to be consistent. Gatys et al. [34] studied the art style problem
of the fusion of images, and proposed a solution by using the Gram matrix statistics
of the optimization method, whereby the deep features are matched. Johnson et al. [35]
proposed a feedforward network method to attain the fusion goal, and used this method
to approximate the solution to the optimization problem. Risser et al. [36] increased the
quality and stability of the image texture by applying a histogram loss and a stronger
constraint and larger dispersion of the texture statistical library. Thus, the image texture
and style fusion increased. Moreover, Li et al. [37] proposed a Laplace loss, which addresses
the loss of image detail in style migration and the “artificiality” of image styles. Li et al. [38]
proposed a new explanation for neural style fusions. They theoretically proved that
Gram’s proof matching is equal to the specified maximum average difference process.
The style information in the neural style fusion is essentially represented by the activation
distribution in the convolutional neural network, and a style fusion can be achieved through
a distribution alignment. Meanwhile, Li et al. think that the fusion of neural styles can be
regarded as a domain adaptation problem.

2.2. Image Domain Adaption

Image domain adaptation is a technique that allows the model to behave close to
the original domain in the target image domain. It reduces the gap between the two
domains in the feature space, which causes the model to be more generalizable and domain-
invariant. In recent years, domain adaptation has been explored to fuse image styles. Since
Goodfellow et al. [39] proposed the generative confrontation network model in 2014, the
model has made remarkable progress in many fields, such as image generation and video
prediction. At the same time, it also directly promoted the style fusion milestone. The
main inspiration for the GAN came from the idea of a zero-sum game in game theory. The
model achieves the goal of Nash equilibrium [40] by training the generation network and
the discriminant network, by optimizing the mutual minimax game that occurs between
the two. In turn, the generators learn about the distribution of the input data. If the model
is used for image generation, after the training is completed, the generators can generate a
realistic image from a random number. However, GAN also has the following problems. For
example, GAN needs paired samples, and problems regarding unstable training, gradient
disappearance, and mode collapse also exist. GAN achieves Nash equilibrium via gradient
descent, but this is unstable.

Before Zhu et al. [41] proposed the CycleGan, the use of the Markov random field in
image processing, which was proposed by Li et al. [42], segmented the image into inter-
connected blocks instead of enacting a pixel-to-pixel correspondence. Castillo et al. [43]
enhanced the smoothing effect of the boundary between the target object and the back-
ground after local fusion by increasing the loss of the Markov field. Based on Markov
random field image segmentation, Champandard [44] used the patch algorithms to achieve
the style migration of the dissimilar parts of an image and manually labeled the semantic
segmentation of the parts. Chen et al. [45] used the partial output to constrain the spatial
correspondence, which improves the accuracy of style fusion in the specified region and
avoids the influence of non-fused target information and background on the image as much
as possible. Lu et al. [46] increased the speed of the style fusion method in the original
image domain, which was based on the selection of the feature space. Additionally, the
semantic style transformation method with context loss for free segmentation was proposed
by Mechrez et al. [47].
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In 2017, Zhu et al. [41] and others proposed CycleGAN. Inspired by the “pix2pix”
idea, the model adjusts the structured idea by using the idea of transferability and cycle-
consistent supervised training to obtain a CycleGAN model with dual generators. This
model structure solves the limitations of the GAN model’s instability and paired samples.
The purpose of CycleGAN is to achieve domain matching of the data, which enhances
performance by learning a certain number of mappings between non-matching data do-
mains. This satisfies the image generation needs of multistyle fusion. So far, CycleGAN
has been widely used in the field of computer vision to enhance image quality, transform
image styles, transform objects, etc. With further applications and the increased prac-
tice of more scholars, CycleGAN has started become involved in various aspects such
as character reidentification [48], multidomain fusion, and game-graphics modeling. Es-
pecially in image style fusion, it is more stable and superior. Cycle consistency has also
been applied to structured data, such as 3D model matching [49], motion structure [50],
three-cone shape matching [51], cosegmentation [52], dense semantic alignment [53], and
depth estimation [54] models.

The related work shows that very few methods related to the adaption fusion of
Thangka styles exist. Thus, the TPSF model was proposed for Tangka style fusion, which
solves the problems caused by the limited content and similar styles of Thangkas. The
TPSF model can perfectly integrate the Tibetan painting style with the Chinese painting
style, making the experimental work both artistic and scientific. The TPSF model promotes
the development of Tibetan intangible cultural heritage with the Thangka and recognizes
more ethnic painting expressions. At the same time, it also promotes the fusion of different
ethnic cultures.

3. TPSF Model Design

The TPSF model consists of dual generators and discriminators. At the same time, we
use a cycle-consistency loss, similar to that used by Zhou et al. [55] and Godar et al. [54],
to drive the dual generators G and F in the TPSF model. The TPSF generators are mainly
composed of three parts: style encoder, residual block, and style decoder. The style decoder
mainly uses convolution, in regularization, leaky rectified linear units (ReLU), as well as
image augmentation methods to improve the resolution of the fused image. In addition,
the residual block module is also used to enhance the data effect between the style decoder
and encoder. In the encoder part, activation functions such as transpose convolution, IN
normalization, and the ReLU are used to recover the amount of data used. Then, the image
resolution is increased by ReflectionPad2d, and the image is convolved again to return to
its original size. This method can solve the problem of processing the edge information of
objects. In the objective function part, the cycle-consistency loss function used in the TPSF
model is mainly used to limit the image generated by the generator, which can maintain
the characteristics of the original image domain. The expected goal of our experiment is to
realize the spatial mapping of the real input data of the Tibetan painting image domain X
to the real data of the Chinese painting image domain Y and to fuse the styles of different
ethnic groups.

We assume that two different image domains are provided in the model, which are the
real Thangka style image domain X = {x1, x2, ...xN}, xi ∈ R, and the real Chinese painting
style image domain Y = {y1, y2, ...yN}, yi ∈ R, where R represents the real dataset. And
we constructed two ethnic-style-fusion generators G and F for X and Y, respectively, and
two additional ethnic style fusion discriminators DX and DY.

3.1. TPSF Generators

The specific operation is shown in Figure 1, and specific information about the TPSF
generators is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. TPSF generators structure diagram: epoch_real_X in the image denotes the real input Tangka
image set, and epoch_real_Y denotes the real input Chinese painting image set.

Table 1. The information table of TPSF generators.

Convolution
Number Kernel Strides Padding Norm Activation

Conv (7,7,64) 1 1 InstanceNorm ReLU
Conv (3,3,128) 2 1 InstanceNorm ReLU
Conv (3,3,256) 2 1 InstanceNorm ReLU

Resblock (3,3,256) 1 1 InstanceNorm ReLU
Transposed

Conv (3,3,128) 2 1 InstanceNorm ReLU

Transposed
Conv (3,3,64) 2 1 InstanceNorm ReLU

Transposed
Conv (3,3,64) 1 1 InstanceNorm ReLU

The following is the detailed design of the TPSF generators’ operation.

• The input is two real three-channel image sets that are 256 × 256 pixels and are named
epoch_real_X and epoch_real_Y.

• This image set enters the decoder for undersampling, and the first layer uses a convo-
lution kernel with the number 64 and a size of 7 × 7. The sliding step length is one
and the fill size is three. Then, the instance normalization occurs, and the ReLU is
finally implemented.

• The second and third layers use 128 and 256 convolutional kernels of size 3 × 3,
respectively, and both the second and third layers slide two steps. Additionally, they
have a padding size of one, undergo instance normalization, and finally implement
ReLU activation.

• The last layers use the nine residual block model. Nine convolutional kernels are
present in the residual module, each with 256 3 × 3 convolutional kernels. They slide
one step, undergo instance normalization, and finally implement ReLU activation.
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3.2. TPSF Discriminators

The specific operation of the TPSF discriminators is shown in Figure 2, the specific
information is shown in Table 2.

Tibetan Painting Style Fusion Discriminator Architecture
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Figure 2. The structure diagram of TPSF discriminator: epoch_real_X in the image denotes the real
input Tangka image set, and epoch_real_Y denotes the real input Chinese painting image set.

Table 2. The information table of the TPSF discriminators.

Convolution
Number Kernel Strides Padding

Conv (4,4,64) 2 1
Conv (4,4,128) 2 1
Conv (4,4,256) 2 1
Conv (4,4,512) 2 1

• The input is a real three-channel image set, each channel of which is 256 × 256 pixels,
and are named epoch_real_X and epoch_real_Y. The output is the fake target data
X′ = G(Y) and Y′ = G(X).

• The first layer has 64 four × four convolutional kernels with a sliding step of two and
a fill size of one. Additionally, it undergoes an instance normalization process and,
finally, a ReLU activation process.

• The reason for the ReLu activation is that the second to fifth layers all use four × four
convolutional kernels, which are 128, 256. That has 521 in number with a sliding step
size of two, and padding of one, and they are subjected to average pooling.

3.3. Interactive Learning Process of TPSF Model

The process of learners using the TPSF model to create fusion works is shown in
Figure 3. Before the experiment, the learners chose an ethnic painting style that they liked,
and we collected such ethnic paintings to create an experimental dataset. Then, we input
the selected ethnic painting style dataset and Thangka style dataset into the TPSF model
for training. In the experiment, the Thangka and target ethnic painting styles were fused
by the dual generator and discriminator of the TPSF model. The fusion works generated
automatically, quickly and efficiently through the TPSF model are rich in content and
novel in style. After the experiment, the learners selected their favorite images from the
fusion works produced by the TPSF model and created their own unique collection of
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Thangka style fusion works. The datasets collected from the learners can be shared with
other users, which provides more possibilities for more scholars to create Thangka style
fusions. Additionally, learners can efficiently generate fusion works with the TPSF model
and thereby avoid the influence of low aesthetic experience and creative ability on their
works. At the same time, the model can also enable learners to participate in the creation of
Thangka painting styles and arouse learners’ interest in learning about art.

TPSF model generates fusion works with Tibetan style and 
target ethnic style

Input two sets of data sets 
into the TPSF model

Learner

Dataset collection of target 
ethnic paintings

Learner gets his own fusion 
style portfolio

Learner

Figure 3. Flow chart of TPSF model interactive learning.

3.4. Objective Function of TPSF Model

The TPSF model consists of three main parts: two sets of adversarial loss, one set
of cycle-consistency loss, and an identity loss function. The generative adversarial loss
function mainly consists of a GAN, recognition network, and objective function loss, in
which the least squares loss is used to replace the original negative log-likelihood loss to
ensure the robustness of the objective function and to obtain more experimental results.
The specific function is to map two sets of real Tibetan style images to generate and convert
the images in the Tibetan style and cause the generated images to be closer to the target
images in terms of distribution. The adversarial loss is expressed as

LGAN(G, DY, X, Y) = Ey∼pdata(y)[log DY(y)] + Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1− Dy(G(x)))], (1)

where the style fusion generator G tries to generate an image set G(x) similar to the target
painting style image set Y. By contrast, the style fusion discriminator DY aims to distinguish
the fake image Y′ from the real image Y. G aims to minimize this objective, whereas the
opponent D tries to maximize this objective, which is denoted as Equation (2). A similar
adversarial loss will be used for the mapping function F:Y→ X and its discriminator DY,
which is denoted as Equation (3).

LGAN(G, DY, X, Y) = Ey∼pdata(y)[(DY(y)− 1)2] + Ex∼padata(x)[DY(G(x))2], (2)

LGAN(G, DX , Y, X) = Ex∼pdata(x)[(DX(x)− 1)2] + Ey∼padata(y)[DX(F(y))2]. (3)

Identity loss is used to ensure the continuity of the style fusion into an image and
is denoted as Equation (4). When Xi passes through one of the generators, identity loss
can cause the generated image G(x) to be as close to the original image as possible, which
prevents generators G and F from changing the hue of the input image.

Lidentity(G, F) = Ey∼pdata(y)[‖ Gy − y ‖1] + Ex∼pdata(x)[‖ Fx − x ‖1]. (4)

In order to solve the non-matching data training problem of the adversarial network, so
as to achieve the style transfer between Thangka and Chinese painting image sets, the cycle-
consistency loss is necessary, which prevents the generators G and F from contradicting
each other while increasing the mapping Image realism. That is, the adversarial loss causes
the generated Chinese painting image set Gx to conform to the distribution of the input
Thangka image domain y and thereby preserves multiple mapping relationships, but it
does not cause the generated Chinese painting image domain Gx to retain its content from
the real Chinese painting dataset X training process. Epoch_real_x → G(x) → F(G(x)) for
forward cycle consistency. Similarly, for the generation process of the input image domain y,
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G and F should also satisfy the backward cycle consistency, i.e., y→ F(y) → G(F(y)) ≈ y. For
each image element Xi of the X, the cycle process of image fusion can bring back the stylistic
features of Xi to the input X. Thus, the cycle-consistency loss should be expressed as

Lcyc(G, F) = Ex∼pdata(x)[‖ F(G(x))− x ‖1] + Ey∼pdata(y)[‖ G(F(y))− y ‖]. (5)

The full jobs objective is as follows. The λ controls the relative importance of the two
objectives.

L(G, F, DX , DY) = LGAN(G, DY, X, Y) + LGAN(F, DX , Y, X) + λLcyc(G, F), (6)

and the TPSF model aims to solve

G∗, F∗ = arg min
G,F

max
Dx ,DY

L(G, F, DX , DY). (7)

In terms of training details, the least squares loss [56] is used to make the model
more robust. For example, in Equation (2), the goal of the discriminator D is minimized
to Ey∼pdata(y)[(DY(y)− 1)2] + Ex∼padata(x)[DY(G(x))2], which means that DY(y) is as close
as possible to 1 and DY(G(x)) is as close as possible to 0. Among them, the goal of the
generator G is to try to generate an image G(X) similar to the image domain Y image,
which means that the goal of G is to minimize the opponent D, which tries to maximize the
output; that is, the generator is expected to minimize DY(G(x), so DY(G(x)) needs to be
as close to 0 as possible. The goal of the discriminator DY is to determine the difference
between the generated image G(x) and the real input sample Y, which means that the goal
of DY is to maximize a G(x) that tries to minimize the difference, that is, the discriminator
is expected to maximize DY(y); therefore, DY(y) needs to be as close to one as possible.

4. Experiment and Results
4.1. Setup of Experiment

The computer configuration required for the TPSF model includes an AMD Ryzen 7
5800X processor, Window10×64 operating system, and TiTan XP×2 graphics card. The
TPSF model code was mainly written in Python, and the framework was implemented with
Pytorch. The small-squares loss was applied instead of the original maximum likelihood
function, the weight of lambda was set to 10.0, the batch size was set to 1, and the learning
rate of the Adam optimization parameter was set to 0.001 for the actual optimization after
repeated iterations.

4.2. Results and Analysis

We collected a Tibetan and Chinese painting style dataset and established a Tibetan
painting style fusion model. The entire dataset contained 400 works in total, which consisted
of 200 Tibetan Thangkas and 200 Han Chinese paintings. Additionally, we applied 10-fold
cross-validation. Thus, the dataset was divided into ten parts; nine of them were used as
training data and one was used as test data.

Figure 4 shows the TPSF model loss of the training process, which is composed of GAN
loss, cycle-consistency loss, and identity loss. According to the loss function graph, the
cycle-consistency and identity loss in the graph greatly fluctuated, but the two showed an
overall downward trend, which showed that the training results of the fusion of the Tibetan
painting styles reached the expected goal. Although the GAN loss of the generator was on
the rise during the operation of the generator, it indicated that the closer the reconstructed
image was to the original image, the more realistic the generated image was.
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Identity Loss

Cycle-consisitency Loss Adversarial Loss X     Y

Adversarial Loss Y     X

Figure 4. Three kinds loss of TPSF model, including two adversarial losses, a cycle-consistency loss,
and a identity loss.

To objectively evaluate the experimental results, four sets of comparative models and
the Frechet Inception Distance (FID) metric were used in the comparative experiments, and
the experimental results were visualized.

When evaluating the veracity and variety of generated images, FID is a reliable and
thorough evaluation metric that is more similar to human vision. The closer the data
distribution is to the actual data distribution, the more accurate the picture generation will
be. And the smaller the FID score, the closer the created data distribution is to the actual
data distribution. Thus, calculating the FID score of the target image and the fused image
allows one to assess the TPSF model’s quality.

The average FID of the 10 training results of the TPSF model is shown in Figure 5. The
model has a recursive network structure. The G(X) score of the input Thangka image set
was 236.82, and the G(Y) score of the input Chinese painting image set was 166.06. The
four comparison models added were all one-way networks, so under the FID score, the
score of the Thangka image set G(X) input of StarGAN V2 was 337.56; the score of the
Thangka image set G(X) input of StyleGAN was 321.89; the score of the Thangka image
set G(X) input of GAN was 368.03; and the score of the Thangka image set G(X) input
of StarGAN was 371.45. By arranging the average FID score of each model in descending
order, we found that the FID score of the TPSF model was the smallest, which proved that
the fusion works produced by this model were of higher quality.

To demonstrate the objectivity of the experiment, 50 professional reviewers (professors
and students from relevant disciplines) and 100 general reviewers were invited to evaluate
10 randomly selected fused images in four aspects: attractive color, attractive visual, help
study and ease operate. Details are shown in Figure 6. The questionnaire showed that
most of the reviewers found the images generated by the model visually appealing and
the model could help them learn the Thangka. Of the 50 professional judges, 81% found
the randomly selected fusion work very attractive and 74% found the TPSF model easy to
operate and effective in helping them learn the Thangka. Of the 100 general jurors, 84%
found the TPSF model effective in helping them learn the Thangka and 86% found it easy
to operate.
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Model

CycleGan

Average value of FID

Thangka Chinese paintin
166.06236.82

GAN                      368.03
  StarGAN 371.45
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 337.56StyleGAN

\
\
\
\

Figure 5. Average value of FID: sort in descending order according to the FID score of the model.
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Figure 6. The questionnaire for fusion images. The numbers in the figure are the proportion of votes
that were considered the best in each evaluation of the fusion work.

As shown in Figure 7, by comparing the real, fake, and idt images, we found that
the fused works produced by the TPSF model had the style characteristics of both Tibetan
and Chinese paintings. And they also had a strong visual appeal. In addition, some
experimental results are shown in Figure 8.

Group 1: Real_image Group 2: Fake _image Group 3: Idt_image 

Figure 7. Some example results of TPSF model for qualitative evaluation. Group one is the selected
three groups of real Tibetan painting experimental data and three groups of real Han painting test
data. Group two is the fusion data of three groups of ethnic painting styles corresponding to group
one. Group three is the equivalent data generated by the three corresponding to group one. The style
images of group one are in the public domain.
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Figure 8. Some Tibetan-Han style examples which were generated by the TPSF model.

5. Conclusions

We propose a Tibetan painting style fusion model based on CycleGAN. First, we col-
lected a Tibetan Thangka and Chinese painting dataset to use as the experimental training
and test data. We used the training dataset to train a generator and two discriminators.
Meanwhile, we added cycle-consistency loss to the model so that the output works had
Tibetan and Chinese painting style characteristics, rich picture content, and real picture
effects. To more accurately verify the effectiveness of the integration of the Tibetan painting
styles, four groups of contrast models were added to the experiment and were used for
experimental evaluation. The TPSF model outperformed the other models and could
quickly generate visually appealing fused image compositions. The advantages of the TPSF
model to automatically and quickly integrate the painting styles of the two ethnicities can
help more learners participate in the creation of the ethnic painting and stimulate more
learners to have a strong interest in the study of ethnic painting.
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